The great success of our Red Pill Expo in Hartford, Connecticut, last June – and the popular demand for more of the same – convinced us not to dilly-dally around with just one event per year but to raise the standard to two. So here we go with our official announcement of Red Pill Expo – in Mesquite, Nevada – November 8 & 9.

If you are wondering why you would want to attend this event or watch online, just take a look at who will be presenting. Here is an image of just the first twelve speakers, as shown on the Home Page of the web site. Clicking on the image will take you to the site, itself, where you can read the text more easily and check out all the other features, such as event facility, accommodations, meal options, and cost, which is surprisingly reasonable. You'll even find a map showing where Mesquite is – and some excellent reasons that this event is being held there.
Click on the image to check out the other speakers and find information about the Red Pill Expo, itself, including it's reason for existing and its goals.

I hope to see you there.

G. Edward Griffin, Founder, Red Pill Expo